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•WIMPs?
• connects new physics @ electroweak scale with the observed DM 

abundance in a simple ‘thermal freeze out’ framework (known to work 
for SM species) + have all the right properties for DM (caveats...)

• theoretical bias: “a simple, elegant, compelling explanation for a complex 
physical phenomenon” (R. Kolb)

• Large experimental effort and bulk of this talk! (Disclaimer: the field is 
much richer -- nicely covered @ PATRAS)
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•Weakly Interacting Massive Particles? 

• WIMP miracle: 

• Why WIMP? 
• such particle would self-annihilate in the early universe and freeze-out as the 

Universe’s expansion becomes too quick. This thermal decoupling leaves the 
exact observed amount of DM!  

• as a bonus, any theory which tries to explain the origin of EW mass, 
generally introduces new stable EW mass particles. 

• DM with a mass ~MZ clusters in a way 
confirmed by observations.  (true for 
mDM>~ 1 MeV)

Revisiting the WIMP Miracle
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�Dark Matter Abundance from Thermal Production
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Measurement
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Physics

A larger cross-section would account for 

PAMELA and a surprise at LHC

The galaxy distribution obtained from 
surveys and from cosmological simulations.

• WIMP hypothesis is predictive: 

γ, 
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decay            

in astrophysical 
systems - remotely

In the Early Universe: DM kept 
in equilibrium w SM by self-
annihilations 〈σv〉thermal. 

Today, DM expected to 
annihilate with the same 
〈σv〉thermal, in places where 

its density is enhanced!
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Large Optical Reflector 
Images Cherenkov light 
onto PMT camera

Imaging ACTs 

γ!ray interacts in atmosphere
Producing electromagnetic
shower and Cherenkov Light

Source emits γ!ray
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and now we have these powerful tools
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a) Minimal material in the TRD and TOF 
So that the detector does not become a source of e+. 

b) A magnet separates TRD and ECAL so that  e+ produced in TRD will be swept away 
and not enter ECAL 
In this way the rejection power of TRD and ECAL are independent 

c) Matching momentum of 9 tracker planes with ECAL energy  measurements 

Sensitive Search for the origin of Dark Matter with p/e+ >106 
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Ground based, ACTs

Fermi LAT, Agile

HESS, VERITAS, MAGIC

Ice Cube, ANTARES
PAMELA, AMS02

CREAM, TIGER



(Electron plus Positron) Spectrum 

Astrophysical experiments: multipurpose experiments w rich scientific 
program --> discovering the sky @>~Mz energies/highlights 
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Bubble Template 

•  All sky fit including all templates BUT bubble template, signal 
region masked 

A. Franckowiak and D. Malyshev 10 

signal 
mask 
region 

Integrated residual map from 
6.4 to 300 GeV 

bubble 
template 

•  28 events 
•  significance 4 sigma 

atm. Background 
: 

up 

down 

> 100 TeV: 18 events!preliminary 

above 10 TeV

γ
diffuse emission from our Galaxy:

Fermi bubbles

~2000 point sources (Galactic and extraGal):

charged cosmic rays

ν
First detection of astrophysical neutrinos!

[F. Halzen, ICRC 2013]

[S. Ting, ICRC 2013]

Proton flux 
Comparison with past measurements New AMS results:

proton flux

e-+e+



• Why indirect searches?
• direct detection and collider searches are cleaner environments with 

‘controlled’ backgrounds

• Important:
• to detect/measure DM remotely/in places where it was discovered
• direct link to early universe physics
• ideally: detect it in the Lab AND astrophysical objects. Multiple handle on its 

properties.



• What are we after:
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simulations of structure formation [5, 6, 7], it is inferred that
the particles constituting the cosmological DM had to be mov-
ing non-relativistically at decoupling from thermal equilibrium
in the early universe (‘freeze-out’), in order to reproduce the ob-
served large-scale structure in the Universe and hence the term
“cold DM” (CDM). This observational evidence has led to the
establishment of a concordance cosmological model, dubbed
!CDM [8, 9, 10], although this paradigm is troubled by some
experimental controversies [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16].
One of the most popular scenarios for CDM is that of weakly

interacting massive particles (WIMPs), which includes a large
class of non-baryonic candidates with mass typically between
a few tens of GeV and few TeV and an annihilation cross-
section set by weak interactions [see, e.g., Refs. 17, 18]. Nat-
ural WIMP candidates are found in proposed extensions of the
SM, e.g. in Super-Symmetry (SUSY) [19, 20], but also Lit-
tle Higgs [21], Universal Extra Dimensions [22], and Tech-
nicolor models [23, 24], among others. Their present veloci-
ties are set by the gravitational potential in the Galactic halo at
about a thousandth of the speed of light. WIMPs which were
in thermal equilibrium in the early Universe would have a relic
abundance varying inversely as their velocity-weighted annihi-
lation cross-section (for pure s!wave annihilation): "CDMh2 =
3 " 10!27cm3s!1/ (!annv) [19]. Hence for a weak-scale cross-
section (!annv) = 3 " 10!26cm3s!1, they naturally have the
required relic density "CDMh2 = 0.113 ± 0.004, where h =
0.704 ± 0.014 is the Hubble parameter in units of 100 km s!1
Mpc!1 [3]. The ability of WIMPs to naturally yield the DM
density from readily computed thermal processes in the early
Universe without much fine tuning is sometimes termed the
“WIMP miracle”.
In some SUSY theories, a symmetry called ‘R-parity’

prevents a too rapid proton-decay, and as a side-e#ect, also
guarantees the stability of the lightest SUSY particle (LSP),
which is thus a prime candidate for a WIMP. WIMPs can
annihilate to SM particles, and have hadron or leptons in
the final products of annihilation. Thus from cosmic DM
annihilations, one can expect emission of neutrinos, charged
cosmic rays, multi-frequency electromagnetic radiation from
charged products, and prompt gamma-rays [25]. The detection
of these final state particles can help to identify DM — this is
termed “indirect DM detection”. Gamma-rays are not deflected
by cosmic magnetic fields, and thus trace back to their origin.
Therefore, observation of a gamma-ray signal from cosmic
targets where DM is expected could prove conclusive about its
nature .

In the context of gamma-ray astronomy, the di#erential flux
of gamma-rays from within a solid angle $" around a given
astronomical target where DM is expected, can be written as:
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where (!annv) is the annihilation cross-section (times the rela-

tive velocity of the two WIMPs),
'
i BRi dNi

"/dE" = dN"/dE"
is the photon flux per annihilation summed over all the possible
annihilation channels i with branching ratios BRi, and m$ is the
mass of the DM particle. The ‘astrophysical factor’ &J is the in-
tegral over the line of sight (los) of the squared DM density and
over the integration solid angle $":

&J =
(
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(

los
ds %2(s,"). (1.2)

The remaining term BF in Eq. (1.1) is the so-called ‘boost fac-
tor’ which is a measure of our ignorance of intrinsic flux con-
tributions that are not accounted for directly in the formula.
There are various knownmechanisms for boosting the intrin-

sic flux, among which we mention the inclusion of subhalos,
and the existence of a ‘Sommerfeld enhancement’ of the cross-
section at low velocity regimes in models where the DM parti-
cles interact via a new long-range force. All numerical N!body
simulations of galactic halos have shown the presence of sub-
halos populating the host halo [see, e.g., Refs. 5, 26]. Such
density enhancements, if not spatially resolved, can contribute
substantially to the expected gamma-ray flux from a given ob-
ject. This e#ect is strongly dependent on the target: in dwarf
spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) for example the boost factor is only
of O(1) [27, 28], whereas in galaxy clusters the boost can be
spectacular, by up to a factor of several hundreds [29, 30, 31].
On the other hand, the Sommerfeld enhancement e#ect can
significantly boost the DM annihilation cross-section [32, 33].
This non-relativistic e#ect arises when two DM particles inter-
act in a long-range attractive potential, and results in a boost
in gamma-ray flux which increases with decreasing relative ve-
locity down to a saturation point which depends on the DM and
mediator particle mass. This e#ect can enhance the annihilation
cross-section by a few orders of magnitude [27, 28].
The current generation of IACTs is actively searching for

WIMP annihilation signals. dSphs are promising targets for
DM annihilation detection being among the most DM domi-
nated objects known and free from astrophysical background.
Constraints on WIMP annihilation signals from dSphs have
been reported towards Sagittarius, Canis Major, Sculptor and
Carina by H.E.S.S. [34, 35, 28], towards Draco, Willman 1 and
Segue 1 by MAGIC [36, 37, 38], towards Draco, Ursa Minor,
Boötes 1, Willman 1 and Segue 1 by VERITAS [39, 40],
and again towards Draco and Ursa Minor by Whipple [41].
Nevertheless, the present instruments do not have the required
sensitivity to reach the “thermal” value of the annihilation
cross-section (!annv) = 3" 10!26cm3s!1. A search for a WIMP
annihilation signal from the halo at angular distances between
0.3# and 1.0# from the Galactic Centre has also recently been
performed using 112 h of H.E.S.S. data [42]. For WIMP
masses well above the H.E.S.S. energy threshold of 100GeV,
this analysis provides the currently most constraining limits
on (!annv) at the level of a few"10!25 cm3s!1. H.E.S.S.,
MAGIC and VERITAS have also observed some galaxy
clusters, reporting detection of individual galaxies in the
cluster, but only upper limits on any CR and DM associated
emission [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. Even though IACT limits
are weaker than those obtained from the Fermi-LAT satellite
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Mpc!1 [3]. The ability of WIMPs to naturally yield the DM
density from readily computed thermal processes in the early
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prevents a too rapid proton-decay, and as a side-e#ect, also
guarantees the stability of the lightest SUSY particle (LSP),
which is thus a prime candidate for a WIMP. WIMPs can
annihilate to SM particles, and have hadron or leptons in
the final products of annihilation. Thus from cosmic DM
annihilations, one can expect emission of neutrinos, charged
cosmic rays, multi-frequency electromagnetic radiation from
charged products, and prompt gamma-rays [25]. The detection
of these final state particles can help to identify DM — this is
termed “indirect DM detection”. Gamma-rays are not deflected
by cosmic magnetic fields, and thus trace back to their origin.
Therefore, observation of a gamma-ray signal from cosmic
targets where DM is expected could prove conclusive about its
nature .
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The remaining term BF in Eq. (1.1) is the so-called ‘boost fac-
tor’ which is a measure of our ignorance of intrinsic flux con-
tributions that are not accounted for directly in the formula.
There are various knownmechanisms for boosting the intrin-

sic flux, among which we mention the inclusion of subhalos,
and the existence of a ‘Sommerfeld enhancement’ of the cross-
section at low velocity regimes in models where the DM parti-
cles interact via a new long-range force. All numerical N!body
simulations of galactic halos have shown the presence of sub-
halos populating the host halo [see, e.g., Refs. 5, 26]. Such
density enhancements, if not spatially resolved, can contribute
substantially to the expected gamma-ray flux from a given ob-
ject. This e#ect is strongly dependent on the target: in dwarf
spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) for example the boost factor is only
of O(1) [27, 28], whereas in galaxy clusters the boost can be
spectacular, by up to a factor of several hundreds [29, 30, 31].
On the other hand, the Sommerfeld enhancement e#ect can
significantly boost the DM annihilation cross-section [32, 33].
This non-relativistic e#ect arises when two DM particles inter-
act in a long-range attractive potential, and results in a boost
in gamma-ray flux which increases with decreasing relative ve-
locity down to a saturation point which depends on the DM and
mediator particle mass. This e#ect can enhance the annihilation
cross-section by a few orders of magnitude [27, 28].
The current generation of IACTs is actively searching for

WIMP annihilation signals. dSphs are promising targets for
DM annihilation detection being among the most DM domi-
nated objects known and free from astrophysical background.
Constraints on WIMP annihilation signals from dSphs have
been reported towards Sagittarius, Canis Major, Sculptor and
Carina by H.E.S.S. [34, 35, 28], towards Draco, Willman 1 and
Segue 1 by MAGIC [36, 37, 38], towards Draco, Ursa Minor,
Boötes 1, Willman 1 and Segue 1 by VERITAS [39, 40],
and again towards Draco and Ursa Minor by Whipple [41].
Nevertheless, the present instruments do not have the required
sensitivity to reach the “thermal” value of the annihilation
cross-section (!annv) = 3" 10!26cm3s!1. A search for a WIMP
annihilation signal from the halo at angular distances between
0.3# and 1.0# from the Galactic Centre has also recently been
performed using 112 h of H.E.S.S. data [42]. For WIMP
masses well above the H.E.S.S. energy threshold of 100GeV,
this analysis provides the currently most constraining limits
on (!annv) at the level of a few"10!25 cm3s!1. H.E.S.S.,
MAGIC and VERITAS have also observed some galaxy
clusters, reporting detection of individual galaxies in the
cluster, but only upper limits on any CR and DM associated
emission [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. Even though IACT limits
are weaker than those obtained from the Fermi-LAT satellite
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ural WIMP candidates are found in proposed extensions of the
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nicolor models [23, 24], among others. Their present veloci-
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section (!annv) = 3 " 10!26cm3s!1, they naturally have the
required relic density "CDMh2 = 0.113 ± 0.004, where h =
0.704 ± 0.014 is the Hubble parameter in units of 100 km s!1
Mpc!1 [3]. The ability of WIMPs to naturally yield the DM
density from readily computed thermal processes in the early
Universe without much fine tuning is sometimes termed the
“WIMP miracle”.
In some SUSY theories, a symmetry called ‘R-parity’

prevents a too rapid proton-decay, and as a side-e#ect, also
guarantees the stability of the lightest SUSY particle (LSP),
which is thus a prime candidate for a WIMP. WIMPs can
annihilate to SM particles, and have hadron or leptons in
the final products of annihilation. Thus from cosmic DM
annihilations, one can expect emission of neutrinos, charged
cosmic rays, multi-frequency electromagnetic radiation from
charged products, and prompt gamma-rays [25]. The detection
of these final state particles can help to identify DM — this is
termed “indirect DM detection”. Gamma-rays are not deflected
by cosmic magnetic fields, and thus trace back to their origin.
Therefore, observation of a gamma-ray signal from cosmic
targets where DM is expected could prove conclusive about its
nature .
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locity down to a saturation point which depends on the DM and
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and again towards Draco and Ursa Minor by Whipple [41].
Nevertheless, the present instruments do not have the required
sensitivity to reach the “thermal” value of the annihilation
cross-section (!annv) = 3" 10!26cm3s!1. A search for a WIMP
annihilation signal from the halo at angular distances between
0.3# and 1.0# from the Galactic Centre has also recently been
performed using 112 h of H.E.S.S. data [42]. For WIMP
masses well above the H.E.S.S. energy threshold of 100GeV,
this analysis provides the currently most constraining limits
on (!annv) at the level of a few"10!25 cm3s!1. H.E.S.S.,
MAGIC and VERITAS have also observed some galaxy
clusters, reporting detection of individual galaxies in the
cluster, but only upper limits on any CR and DM associated
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The remaining term BF in Eq. (1.1) is the so-called ‘boost fac-
tor’ which is a measure of our ignorance of intrinsic flux con-
tributions that are not accounted for directly in the formula.
There are various knownmechanisms for boosting the intrin-

sic flux, among which we mention the inclusion of subhalos,
and the existence of a ‘Sommerfeld enhancement’ of the cross-
section at low velocity regimes in models where the DM parti-
cles interact via a new long-range force. All numerical N!body
simulations of galactic halos have shown the presence of sub-
halos populating the host halo [see, e.g., Refs. 5, 26]. Such
density enhancements, if not spatially resolved, can contribute
substantially to the expected gamma-ray flux from a given ob-
ject. This e#ect is strongly dependent on the target: in dwarf
spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) for example the boost factor is only
of O(1) [27, 28], whereas in galaxy clusters the boost can be
spectacular, by up to a factor of several hundreds [29, 30, 31].
On the other hand, the Sommerfeld enhancement e#ect can
significantly boost the DM annihilation cross-section [32, 33].
This non-relativistic e#ect arises when two DM particles inter-
act in a long-range attractive potential, and results in a boost
in gamma-ray flux which increases with decreasing relative ve-
locity down to a saturation point which depends on the DM and
mediator particle mass. This e#ect can enhance the annihilation
cross-section by a few orders of magnitude [27, 28].
The current generation of IACTs is actively searching for

WIMP annihilation signals. dSphs are promising targets for
DM annihilation detection being among the most DM domi-
nated objects known and free from astrophysical background.
Constraints on WIMP annihilation signals from dSphs have
been reported towards Sagittarius, Canis Major, Sculptor and
Carina by H.E.S.S. [34, 35, 28], towards Draco, Willman 1 and
Segue 1 by MAGIC [36, 37, 38], towards Draco, Ursa Minor,
Boötes 1, Willman 1 and Segue 1 by VERITAS [39, 40],
and again towards Draco and Ursa Minor by Whipple [41].
Nevertheless, the present instruments do not have the required
sensitivity to reach the “thermal” value of the annihilation
cross-section (!annv) = 3" 10!26cm3s!1. A search for a WIMP
annihilation signal from the halo at angular distances between
0.3# and 1.0# from the Galactic Centre has also recently been
performed using 112 h of H.E.S.S. data [42]. For WIMP
masses well above the H.E.S.S. energy threshold of 100GeV,
this analysis provides the currently most constraining limits
on (!annv) at the level of a few"10!25 cm3s!1. H.E.S.S.,
MAGIC and VERITAS have also observed some galaxy
clusters, reporting detection of individual galaxies in the
cluster, but only upper limits on any CR and DM associated
emission [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. Even though IACT limits
are weaker than those obtained from the Fermi-LAT satellite
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simulations of galactic halos have shown the presence of sub-
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act in a long-range attractive potential, and results in a boost
in gamma-ray flux which increases with decreasing relative ve-
locity down to a saturation point which depends on the DM and
mediator particle mass. This e#ect can enhance the annihilation
cross-section by a few orders of magnitude [27, 28].
The current generation of IACTs is actively searching for

WIMP annihilation signals. dSphs are promising targets for
DM annihilation detection being among the most DM domi-
nated objects known and free from astrophysical background.
Constraints on WIMP annihilation signals from dSphs have
been reported towards Sagittarius, Canis Major, Sculptor and
Carina by H.E.S.S. [34, 35, 28], towards Draco, Willman 1 and
Segue 1 by MAGIC [36, 37, 38], towards Draco, Ursa Minor,
Boötes 1, Willman 1 and Segue 1 by VERITAS [39, 40],
and again towards Draco and Ursa Minor by Whipple [41].
Nevertheless, the present instruments do not have the required
sensitivity to reach the “thermal” value of the annihilation
cross-section (!annv) = 3" 10!26cm3s!1. A search for a WIMP
annihilation signal from the halo at angular distances between
0.3# and 1.0# from the Galactic Centre has also recently been
performed using 112 h of H.E.S.S. data [42]. For WIMP
masses well above the H.E.S.S. energy threshold of 100GeV,
this analysis provides the currently most constraining limits
on (!annv) at the level of a few"10!25 cm3s!1. H.E.S.S.,
MAGIC and VERITAS have also observed some galaxy
clusters, reporting detection of individual galaxies in the
cluster, but only upper limits on any CR and DM associated
emission [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. Even though IACT limits
are weaker than those obtained from the Fermi-LAT satellite
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simulations of structure formation [5, 6, 7], it is inferred that
the particles constituting the cosmological DM had to be mov-
ing non-relativistically at decoupling from thermal equilibrium
in the early universe (‘freeze-out’), in order to reproduce the ob-
served large-scale structure in the Universe and hence the term
“cold DM” (CDM). This observational evidence has led to the
establishment of a concordance cosmological model, dubbed
!CDM [8, 9, 10], although this paradigm is troubled by some
experimental controversies [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16].
One of the most popular scenarios for CDM is that of weakly

interacting massive particles (WIMPs), which includes a large
class of non-baryonic candidates with mass typically between
a few tens of GeV and few TeV and an annihilation cross-
section set by weak interactions [see, e.g., Refs. 17, 18]. Nat-
ural WIMP candidates are found in proposed extensions of the
SM, e.g. in Super-Symmetry (SUSY) [19, 20], but also Lit-
tle Higgs [21], Universal Extra Dimensions [22], and Tech-
nicolor models [23, 24], among others. Their present veloci-
ties are set by the gravitational potential in the Galactic halo at
about a thousandth of the speed of light. WIMPs which were
in thermal equilibrium in the early Universe would have a relic
abundance varying inversely as their velocity-weighted annihi-
lation cross-section (for pure s!wave annihilation): "CDMh2 =
3 " 10!27cm3s!1/ (!annv) [19]. Hence for a weak-scale cross-
section (!annv) = 3 " 10!26cm3s!1, they naturally have the
required relic density "CDMh2 = 0.113 ± 0.004, where h =
0.704 ± 0.014 is the Hubble parameter in units of 100 km s!1
Mpc!1 [3]. The ability of WIMPs to naturally yield the DM
density from readily computed thermal processes in the early
Universe without much fine tuning is sometimes termed the
“WIMP miracle”.
In some SUSY theories, a symmetry called ‘R-parity’

prevents a too rapid proton-decay, and as a side-e#ect, also
guarantees the stability of the lightest SUSY particle (LSP),
which is thus a prime candidate for a WIMP. WIMPs can
annihilate to SM particles, and have hadron or leptons in
the final products of annihilation. Thus from cosmic DM
annihilations, one can expect emission of neutrinos, charged
cosmic rays, multi-frequency electromagnetic radiation from
charged products, and prompt gamma-rays [25]. The detection
of these final state particles can help to identify DM — this is
termed “indirect DM detection”. Gamma-rays are not deflected
by cosmic magnetic fields, and thus trace back to their origin.
Therefore, observation of a gamma-ray signal from cosmic
targets where DM is expected could prove conclusive about its
nature .

In the context of gamma-ray astronomy, the di#erential flux
of gamma-rays from within a solid angle $" around a given
astronomical target where DM is expected, can be written as:
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and again towards Draco and Ursa Minor by Whipple [41].
Nevertheless, the present instruments do not have the required
sensitivity to reach the “thermal” value of the annihilation
cross-section (!annv) = 3" 10!26cm3s!1. A search for a WIMP
annihilation signal from the halo at angular distances between
0.3# and 1.0# from the Galactic Centre has also recently been
performed using 112 h of H.E.S.S. data [42]. For WIMP
masses well above the H.E.S.S. energy threshold of 100GeV,
this analysis provides the currently most constraining limits
on (!annv) at the level of a few"10!25 cm3s!1. H.E.S.S.,
MAGIC and VERITAS have also observed some galaxy
clusters, reporting detection of individual galaxies in the
cluster, but only upper limits on any CR and DM associated
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are weaker than those obtained from the Fermi-LAT satellite
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3

(



• back in time: DM ann/decays inject energy and charge particles in the early universe 
and could affect its evolution:
‣ BBN (T~1 MeV): energy injections could destroy formed nuclei
‣ CMB (z ∼ 1000): The increased ionization fraction leads to a broadening of the last 

scattering surface.
‣ re-ionization (6 < z < 20): ionization and heating after recombination and during the 

epoch of structure formation affect optical depth of the Universe.
• inside of stars: ν can escape from systems in which other messengers are trapped. i.e. 

Sun or Earth! Note: relevant also for axions: light/weakly coupled/neutral degrees of 
freedom.

• ...

-> Where (else) to look? 
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[J. Siegal-Gaskins talk@Sackler colloquium 2012]

Challenge: 

look for an uncertain signal 
swapped in the uncertain 
backgrounds.

Bigger picture:
(most of) the astro-signals we measure DO NOT look like the ones expected from DM.



Possible detection paths:

A) look for smoking guns:
➡ ‘zero’ astro backgrounds, but need luck -- expected signals (for vanilla DM) 

low
• spectral line features
• dwarf galaxies
• anti-deuterium
• Sun (neutrinos) - elastic cross section

B) search for standard WIMP signatures and use rich astro data to model the 
backgrounds
➡current experimental sensitivity in the right ballpark for vanilla models, but 

due to the confusion with astro backgrounds possible hints NEED 
confirmation across the range of wavelengths/messengers/targets

• Galactic Center GeV excess 
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a DM density profile

extrapolate measured spectrum 
from a larger energy range and look 
for ‘line-like’ features.
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 Smoking guns 01: Gamma ray line 



C. Weniger JCAP 1208 (2012) 007, 1204.2797

Weniger+ 2012: Evidence for a narrow spectral feature in 3.5 yr data near 130 
GeV in optimized ROIs near the Galactic center.
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 Smoking guns 01: Gamma ray line 
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FIG. 2. Counts map for the line search dataset binned in 1◦ × 1◦ spatial bins in the R180 ROI. This is plotted in Galactic
coordinates using the Hammer-Aitoff projection. The energy range is 2.6–541 GeV and the most-significant 2FGL sources have
been removed using an energy-dependent mask (see text). Also shown are the outlines of the other ROIs (R3, R16, R41, and
R90) used in this search.

best energy estimate on an event-by-event basis. The corresponding estimate is the energy assigned. We note that

above a few GeV the SP method is typically more accurate than the PC method (the former being selected by the

CT analysis for ∼ 80% of the events above 10 GeV).

The energy assignment algorithm also performs a CT analysis to estimate the probability that the energy esti-

mate is within the nominal 68% containment band for events of that energy and incidence angle (PE, available as

CTBBestEnergyProb in the extended event files available at the Fermi Science Support Center3).

To model the signal from a γ-ray line, we used a parametrization of the effective energy dispersion of the instrument,

i.e., the probability density Deff(E�;E,�s) to measure an energy E� for a γ ray of (true) energy E and other event

parameters, �s. The fraction of the electromagnetic shower contained in the CAL can vary significantly event to

event. In general, the energy dispersion depends on θ and the γ-ray conversion point in the instrument, among

other quantities. Furthermore, the θ-distribution of the observing time varies across the sky, causing corresponding

changes in the effective energy dispersion. These considerations are discussed in more detail in App. C, in particular

in Sec. C 5.

When fitting essentially monochromatic lines (i.e., the intrinsic spectrum is much narrower that the instrumental

resolution), for a given line energy, Eγ , we expect the distribution of observed energies for a line signal, Csig(E�), to
follow the effective energy dispersion, Deff ; so that

Csig(E
�|Eγ ,�s) = nsig

�
Deff(E

�
;E,�s)δ(Eγ − E)dE = nsigDeff(E

�
;Eγ ,�s), (6)

where nsig is the number of observed signal events, which we treat as a free parameter in the fitting (see Sec. V)4.

Following the approach used in previous line searches published by the LAT Collaboration, we use a sum of Gaussians

to parametrize the energy dispersion at any given energy, averaging over the LAT FOV and combining front- and

back-converting events [14]. One notable improvement relative to our previous studies is that the parametrization

Deff(E�;E,PE) used in this work includes the energy reconstruction quality estimator, PE. Specifically, we modeled

the energy dispersion in 10 PE bins of 0.2 from 0.1 to 0.5, bins of 0.1 from 0.5 to 0.7, and bins of 0.05 from 0.7 to 1.

The P7REP CLEAN event class only includes events with PE > 0.1.
The energy dispersion in each PE bin was modeled with a triple Gaussian function

3Available at http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/, and described at http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/
ssc/data/analysis/documentation/Cicerone/Cicerone_Data/LAT_Data_Columns.html#ExtendedFile

4This assumption breaks down when the intrinsic width of the γ-ray emission becomes a sizable fraction of the LAT

energy resolution. In practical terms, this applies for final states with unstable particles such as Zγ, in particular for

γ-ray energies at the low end of our search range. We discuss the implications of this in Sec. D 3.

Einasto profile
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FIG. 10. 95% CL �σv�γγ upper limits for each DM profile considered in the corresponding optimized ROI. Yellow (green)

bands show the 68% (95%) expected containment derived from 1000 single-power law (no DM) MC simulations. The dashed

lines show the median expected limits from those simulations. The solid gray line shows the limits derived by Weniger [20] (an

independent search for spectral lines from 20−300 GeV) when comparable ROIs and identical DM density profiles were used.
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derived from 1000 single-power law (no DM) MC simulations. The dashed lines show the median expected limits from those
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[Ackermann+, PRD 2013]

Fermi LAT’s line search 2013: No signal found in a blind search.



Fermi LAT’s line search

Inspection of a signal @ 133 GeV: 
3.3σ (local) <2σ global significance 
after trials factor; S/N~60% 

In addition, weak hint of a spectral 
line in the control region (Earth 
limb), S/N~30%. 

Red flag for an instrumental effect.
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"+'
,-.%/0'
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Sky Survey Mode, !rock = 52° 
Limb at !rz = 112° 

Limb: !i > 60° 

"("&3'

sglobal = 1.5! 

111 ° < !zenith < 113 ° 
|Rocking Angle| > 52 ° 

Earth limb data

Galactic Center region
 Smoking guns 01: Gamma ray line 
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•  Let width scale factor float in fit (while preserving shape) 
•    

Ackerman et al (The Fermi LAT Col.)  
PRD 88, 082002 (2013) 

.. Fit with expected Edisp model 
! Fit allowing width to scale (s"=1 is expected) 
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[C. Weniger+, ICTP 
workshop Oct, 2013] 

Since spring 2012, feature has decreased. 
Bkg fluctuation?
-Decreasing with more data
-Much narrower than expected energy resolution

 Smoking guns 01: Gamma ray line - update 



Jury still out: 

• increase statistics through a change in observational strategy (to favor the GC 
region). Started December 2013!

• New event reconstruction scheme of the Fermi LAT events (Pass 8) with 
independent systematics will be available soon.

• HESS 2 telescope should be able to say the final word by the end of the year.

Modified Observing Strategy Modified Observing Strategy 

• more info can be found on FSSC 
<http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/proposals/alt_obs/obs_modes.html>

• Panel discussed white paper proposals July 25th and recommended a 
switch to “option 4” around December 2013.switch to “option 4” around December 2013.
– Option 4 points to keep the GC in the field of view, while still 

providing relatively uniform all-sky coverage

Andrea Albert (SLAC)8/29/2013

survey mode option 4

exposure maps

20

 Smoking guns 01: Gamma ray line 
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Search for DM lines from 100 MeV to 10 GeV, for annihilation (χχ→γγ) and decay (Ψ3/2 →νγ) 
[Fermi LAT: Albert+, 1406.3430; + external authors: M. Grefe, C. Muñoz, C. Weniger]:
•previously unexplored region with the Fermi LAT
•in the case of decay, constrains models of Gravitino decay (Ψ3/2  → νγ)

Challenge:
at low energies the statistical uncertainty gets very small (<1%) and the systematic 

uncertainties dominate - important to model them properly 

Data:
P7 REP Clean, ZA < 100°, 5.2 years
Fit for lines from 100 MeV to 10 GeV (±2σE windows -> 56.5 MeV to 11.5 GeV)

Region of interest:

 Smoking guns 01: Gamma ray line - LOW energy line search: 
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Figure 6. Parameter space of decaying gravitino DM given in terms of the gravitino lifetime and
the gravitino mass. The diagonal band shows the allowed parameter space for gravitino DM in the
µνSSM. The numbers on the solid and dashed lines show the corresponding value of the photino–
neutrino mixing parameter, as discussed in section 2. The theoretically most favoured region is
coloured in grey. We also show several 95% CL lower limits on the gravitino lifetime coming from
γ-ray observations. The blue shaded region is excluded by the limits derived in this work.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the 95% CL upper limits on the DM pair annihilation cross section into two
photons found in this work to earlier results using Fermi -LAT and EGRET data. The blue shaded
region is excluded by the limits derived in this work.
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PreliminaryPreliminary

Ψ3/2 →νγ χχ→γγ

[Albert+, 1406.3430, JCAP submitted]
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Figure 3. Fractional deviations (f , see eq. (3.10)) observed in the Galactic plane scan are shown
as black dots. Eγ went from 100MeV to 10 GeV in steps of 0.25σE . The red line shows the average
statistical uncertainty from the Galactic plane scan. The blue dashed line shows the value we chose
to represent the δf from modelling biases; see text for details.

ROI Systematic
Modelling CR δfsyst

ROIcen 0.0105 0.0009 0.0105
ROIpol 0.0105 0.0100 0.0145

Table 1. Systematic fractional deviations from biases in modelling and contamination from residual
cosmic ray events (CR). δfsyst is derived by adding the Modelling and CR components in quadrature;
see text for detailed discussion.

From figure 3, we can infer some properties of the systematic uncertainties that affect
our search. The displacement of δf from zero and common variations with energy between all
the control ROIs are most likely caused by small biases in modelling the Fermi-LAT effective
area. The spread amongst the fits in the control ROIs is probably from our modelling of the
background spectra by a power law.

We also estimate the systematic uncertainty from residual cosmic-ray events passing our
γ-ray event selection. Since we use the P7REP_CLEAN event class, the cosmic-ray contamination
is not expected to be a large effect, especially for the region ROIcen, which focuses on the
bright Galactic Centre. However, cosmic-ray contamination is worrisome at large latitudes
(e.g. ROIpol region). To study the effect of cosmic-ray contamination, we select events that are
included in the less stringent P7REP_SOURCE class, but are not included in the P7REP_CLEAN

class in the ROIpol region. This sample will be enriched with cosmic-ray events that were not
removed by the P7REP_SOURCE selection, but did not pass the P7REP_CLEAN event selection.
Similar to what was done in ref. [16], we take the largest observed δf in this control sample
along with the expected γ-ray acceptance ratio between the P7REP_CLEAN and P7REP_SOURCE

selections (see appendix D5 in ref. [16]) to obtain an estimate of δfCR ∼ 0.01 in ROIpol. For a
summary of the estimated level of systematic fractional deviations in both ROIs see table 1.

Other systematic uncertainties in this search enter from our calculation of the Fermi -
LAT exposure, modelling of the energy dispersion, and our choice of Eγ grid spacing. The
overall uncertainty in the calculation of the Fermi-LAT effective area is ∼ 10%. Additionally,

– 13 –
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 Smoking guns 01: Gamma ray line - LOW energy line search: 

Systematic uncertainty:
obtained in fits along the 

Galactic plane
dominates below ~3 GeV 

Limits, decaying DM: Limits, annihilating DM:



Smoking guns 02: Dwarf spheroidal Galaxies
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• Not yet observed in gamma rays! No recent star formation and little gas to serve 
as target material for cosmic-rays.

• Dark matter dominated systems, mass-to-light ratio up to a few hundreds 
&within ∼ 100 kpc of the Earth

• The biggest uncertainty: dark matter content! Determined from stellar velocity 
dispersion

– Classical dwarfs: thousand stars
– Ultra-faint dwarfs: <~ 100 stars

Alex Drlica-Wagner   |  DPF2013
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J-Factors for 18 Dwarf Galaxies
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NFW density profile
integrated over 0.5˚ cone

dΦγ

dEγ
(Eγ ,φ, θ) =

1

4π

< σannv >

2m2
WIMP

�

f

dNf
γ

dEγ
Bf

×
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∆Ω(φ,θ)
dΩ�

�
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ρ2(r(l,φ�))dl(r,φ�)

18 dwarf galaxies have 
well-determined J-factors.

simulations of structure formation [5, 6, 7], it is inferred that
the particles constituting the cosmological DM had to be mov-
ing non-relativistically at decoupling from thermal equilibrium
in the early universe (‘freeze-out’), in order to reproduce the ob-
served large-scale structure in the Universe and hence the term
“cold DM” (CDM). This observational evidence has led to the
establishment of a concordance cosmological model, dubbed
!CDM [8, 9, 10], although this paradigm is troubled by some
experimental controversies [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16].
One of the most popular scenarios for CDM is that of weakly

interacting massive particles (WIMPs), which includes a large
class of non-baryonic candidates with mass typically between
a few tens of GeV and few TeV and an annihilation cross-
section set by weak interactions [see, e.g., Refs. 17, 18]. Nat-
ural WIMP candidates are found in proposed extensions of the
SM, e.g. in Super-Symmetry (SUSY) [19, 20], but also Lit-
tle Higgs [21], Universal Extra Dimensions [22], and Tech-
nicolor models [23, 24], among others. Their present veloci-
ties are set by the gravitational potential in the Galactic halo at
about a thousandth of the speed of light. WIMPs which were
in thermal equilibrium in the early Universe would have a relic
abundance varying inversely as their velocity-weighted annihi-
lation cross-section (for pure s!wave annihilation): "CDMh2 =
3 " 10!27cm3s!1/ (!annv) [19]. Hence for a weak-scale cross-
section (!annv) = 3 " 10!26cm3s!1, they naturally have the
required relic density "CDMh2 = 0.113 ± 0.004, where h =
0.704 ± 0.014 is the Hubble parameter in units of 100 km s!1
Mpc!1 [3]. The ability of WIMPs to naturally yield the DM
density from readily computed thermal processes in the early
Universe without much fine tuning is sometimes termed the
“WIMP miracle”.
In some SUSY theories, a symmetry called ‘R-parity’

prevents a too rapid proton-decay, and as a side-e#ect, also
guarantees the stability of the lightest SUSY particle (LSP),
which is thus a prime candidate for a WIMP. WIMPs can
annihilate to SM particles, and have hadron or leptons in
the final products of annihilation. Thus from cosmic DM
annihilations, one can expect emission of neutrinos, charged
cosmic rays, multi-frequency electromagnetic radiation from
charged products, and prompt gamma-rays [25]. The detection
of these final state particles can help to identify DM — this is
termed “indirect DM detection”. Gamma-rays are not deflected
by cosmic magnetic fields, and thus trace back to their origin.
Therefore, observation of a gamma-ray signal from cosmic
targets where DM is expected could prove conclusive about its
nature .

In the context of gamma-ray astronomy, the di#erential flux
of gamma-rays from within a solid angle $" around a given
astronomical target where DM is expected, can be written as:

d%($", E")
dE"

= BF ·
1
4#

(!annv)
2m2$

!

i
BRi

dNi
"

dE"
"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!#$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!%

Particle Physics

· &J($")"!#$!%
Astrophysics

,

(1.1)
where (!annv) is the annihilation cross-section (times the rela-

tive velocity of the two WIMPs),
'
i BRi dNi

"/dE" = dN"/dE"
is the photon flux per annihilation summed over all the possible
annihilation channels i with branching ratios BRi, and m$ is the
mass of the DM particle. The ‘astrophysical factor’ &J is the in-
tegral over the line of sight (los) of the squared DM density and
over the integration solid angle $":

&J =
(

$"

d"
(

los
ds %2(s,"). (1.2)

The remaining term BF in Eq. (1.1) is the so-called ‘boost fac-
tor’ which is a measure of our ignorance of intrinsic flux con-
tributions that are not accounted for directly in the formula.
There are various knownmechanisms for boosting the intrin-

sic flux, among which we mention the inclusion of subhalos,
and the existence of a ‘Sommerfeld enhancement’ of the cross-
section at low velocity regimes in models where the DM parti-
cles interact via a new long-range force. All numerical N!body
simulations of galactic halos have shown the presence of sub-
halos populating the host halo [see, e.g., Refs. 5, 26]. Such
density enhancements, if not spatially resolved, can contribute
substantially to the expected gamma-ray flux from a given ob-
ject. This e#ect is strongly dependent on the target: in dwarf
spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) for example the boost factor is only
of O(1) [27, 28], whereas in galaxy clusters the boost can be
spectacular, by up to a factor of several hundreds [29, 30, 31].
On the other hand, the Sommerfeld enhancement e#ect can
significantly boost the DM annihilation cross-section [32, 33].
This non-relativistic e#ect arises when two DM particles inter-
act in a long-range attractive potential, and results in a boost
in gamma-ray flux which increases with decreasing relative ve-
locity down to a saturation point which depends on the DM and
mediator particle mass. This e#ect can enhance the annihilation
cross-section by a few orders of magnitude [27, 28].
The current generation of IACTs is actively searching for

WIMP annihilation signals. dSphs are promising targets for
DM annihilation detection being among the most DM domi-
nated objects known and free from astrophysical background.
Constraints on WIMP annihilation signals from dSphs have
been reported towards Sagittarius, Canis Major, Sculptor and
Carina by H.E.S.S. [34, 35, 28], towards Draco, Willman 1 and
Segue 1 by MAGIC [36, 37, 38], towards Draco, Ursa Minor,
Boötes 1, Willman 1 and Segue 1 by VERITAS [39, 40],
and again towards Draco and Ursa Minor by Whipple [41].
Nevertheless, the present instruments do not have the required
sensitivity to reach the “thermal” value of the annihilation
cross-section (!annv) = 3" 10!26cm3s!1. A search for a WIMP
annihilation signal from the halo at angular distances between
0.3# and 1.0# from the Galactic Centre has also recently been
performed using 112 h of H.E.S.S. data [42]. For WIMP
masses well above the H.E.S.S. energy threshold of 100GeV,
this analysis provides the currently most constraining limits
on (!annv) at the level of a few"10!25 cm3s!1. H.E.S.S.,
MAGIC and VERITAS have also observed some galaxy
clusters, reporting detection of individual galaxies in the
cluster, but only upper limits on any CR and DM associated
emission [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. Even though IACT limits
are weaker than those obtained from the Fermi-LAT satellite

3



[Ackermann +, PRD 2014] 

Smoking guns 02: Dwarf spheroidal Galaxies

•4 yr of Fermi LAT data use 25 dSphs Galaxies (2 yr paper -> 10 dSphs).

•No significant γ-ray excess was found coincident with any of the dwarf galaxies for 
any of the spectral models tested.

•joint likelihood approach for improved sensitivity -- assumption that the characteristics 
of the dark matter particle are shared between the dwarfs

•systematics due to determination of DM content of dwarf Galaxies folded in the limits!
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FIG. 5. Constraints on the dark matter annihilation cross section at 95% CL derived from a
combined analysis of 15 dwarf spheroidal galaxies assuming an NFW dark matter distribution
(solid line). In each panel bands represent the expected sensitivity as calculated by repeating
the combined analysis on 300 randomly-selected sets of blank fields at high Galactic latitudes in
the LAT data. The dashed line shows the median expected sensitivity while the bands represent
the 68% and 95% quantiles. For each set of random locations, nominal J-factors are randomized
in accord with their measurement uncertainties. Thus, the positions and widths of the expected
sensitivity bands reflect the range of statistical fluctuations expected both from the LAT data and
from the stellar kinematics of the dwarf galaxies. The most significant excess in the observed limits
occurs for the bb̄ channel between 10GeV and 25GeV with TS = 8.7 (global p-value of p ≈ 0.08).
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the LAT data. The dashed line shows the median expected sensitivity while the bands represent
the 68% and 95% quantiles. For each set of random locations, nominal J-factors are randomized
in accord with their measurement uncertainties. Thus, the positions and widths of the expected
sensitivity bands reflect the range of statistical fluctuations expected both from the LAT data and
from the stellar kinematics of the dwarf galaxies. The most significant excess in the observed limits
occurs for the bb̄ channel between 10GeV and 25GeV with TS = 8.7 (global p-value of p ≈ 0.08).
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~2 sigma excess at low 
energies:
– Unresolved background 
sources
– Instrumental features
– Imperfect modeling of the 
diffuse background



Future prospects:
• New wide-field surveys plan to greatly expand our sky coverage        

(SDSS covered only 25% of the sky):

• Pan-STARRS (75% of the north), 

• Southern Sky Survey (75% of the south), 

• DES (5000deg2, south, deep), 

• LSST (50% south, much deeper)
• Eventually hope to be complete for all bound dSphs with L > 102 L⊙ 

(currently 107 L⊙ to 103 L⊙)

Alex Drlica-Wagner   |  DPF2013

Finding More Dwarf Galaxies

• Conservatively assume that upcoming 
surveys find 20 more dwarf galaxies.

• Assume that the characteristics of these 
new galaxies are similar to those 
recently discovered by SDSS.
– High Galactic Latitude
– Comparable J-factors and uncertainties

• Combine additional dwarfs with 
continued LAT operations.
– 10 years of LAT data taking
– Current instrument performance

• Expect sensitivity to the thermal relic 
cross section for dark matter particles 
with masses ~350 GeV

• Does not include improvements to the 
LAT instrument...
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Finding More Dwarf Galaxies

• The number of known dSphs has 
doubled due to SDSS.
– SDSS only covers ~25% of the sky
– SDSS has a magnitude limit of ~22

• New wide-field surveys plan to greatly 
expand our coverage:
– Pan-STARRS:

 ~75% of the sky from the north
– Southern Sky Survey:

 ~75% of the sky from the south
– DES:

 ~5000 deg2 in the south (deeper)
– LSST:

 ~50% of the sky (much deeper)

• Eventually hope to be complete for all 
bound dwarf galaxies (L > 102 L⊙)

• Simulations predict hundreds of Milky 
Way satellite galaxies (ref. [4])

18Globular Cluster 47 Tuc (DES Collaboration)

DES Footprint

if # of dSph doubled, and in 
10 yr of Fermi:



• MAGIC: new limits from Segue 1 based on their stereo system (in place 
since 2009 (upgrade 2012), all limits based on mono data)

•  Total effective observation time:158h. The deepest survey of any dSph by 
any IACT! The strongest limits from heavy (~TeV) DM from dwarf Galaxies.

Smoking guns 02: Dwarf spheroidal Galaxies

TeVPA/IDM Conference Amsterdam, 23 June 2014J. Rico - Optimized DM searches in deep observations of Segue 1 with MAGIC 
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• not detected yet;  

• in DM ann/decays produced via the coalescence of anti-p and -n, 
originating from an annihilation event

• astro: spallation of high energy cosmic ray protons on the interstellar gas at 
rest pH or pHe

• DM signals flatter than astro backgrounds for <2,3 GeV/n: detection of ~1 
pn at <1 GeV a smoking gun --  A generic signature with essentially zero 
conventional astrophysical background

- -

[Ibarra+, 1301.3820, Fornengo+, 1306.4171]

Smoking guns 03: anti-deuterons (p n)

Primary component  

DM annihilation 

Why antideuterons? 
background free at low energy 
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  factor of 2-3 
-  propagation model: 

  ~ 10x more for MAX 
  ~ 10x less for MIN 

   -> process is strongly suppressed 
   -> energy boosted to higher energy  

 and flux peaked at higher energy   

First antideuteron workshop @UCLA 
-> von Doetinchem, Philip 
    @17:25 today, Cosmic Ray session   

Antideuterons provide clean DM signatures 

Secondary 

LSP 
m!= 30 GeV 

GAPS 
LDB 

LSP: Donato et al., 2008 
LZP: Baer et al., 2005 
BKG: Ibarra et al., 2013 
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K. Perez - Columbia U. 8

pGAPS: a Prototype GAPS Flight
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• GAPS detects atomic X-rays and annihilation 
products from exotic atoms

• AMS in its second year & pGAPS finished a 
prototype flight! Plan for an initial GAPS flight in 
winter 2017/2018.

•  Exciting time coming up for anti-deuteron searches!

[K. Perez’s talk at ICRC & arXiv:1303.1615]
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Exotic Atom 

- measured/verified X-ray yields with different targets 
- developed cascade model to predict X-ray yields 

Plastic Scintillator TOF 

Si(Li) Target/Detector 

The antiparticle slows down & stops in a target 
material, forming an excited exotic atom 

A time of flight (TOF) system tags  
candidate events and records velocity 

Deexcitation X-rays provide signature 

Annihilation products provide 
additional background suppression 

[T. Aramaki’s talk at TeVPA 2014]

- -Smoking guns 03: anti-deuterons (p n)



K. Perez - Columbia U. 8

pGAPS: a Prototype GAPS Flight
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• GAPS detects atomic X-rays and annihilation 
products from exotic atoms

• AMS in its second year & pGAPS finished a 
prototype flight! Plan for an initial GAPS flight in 
winter 2017/2018.

•  Exciting time coming up for anti-deuteron searches!

[K. Perez’s talk at ICRC & arXiv:1303.1615]
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GAPS can access to the wide range of  
DM parameter space  

Donato et al., 2008 
GAPS  

LDB 3 flights 
-  non-universal gaugino model 
-  m! can be as low as 10 GeV 

-  Dominant/Sub-dominant DM 

Light neutralino DM  

BESS 

GAPS  
LDB 3 flights 
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-  Lightest Z3 charged particle  
-  stable under Z3 symmetry 
-  right-handed neutrino  

LZP 

- -Smoking guns 03: anti-deuterons (p n)



23/07/12 Matthias Danninger                   IDM 2012

Solar Dark Matter Search with IceCube

All processes depend on WIMP mass

Annihilation channel (branching ratios)

Annihilation cross-section

Capture (scattering)

→ Scattering cross-sections (SI & SD)

atm. !"# (10! triggering events/day)

atm. µ"# (10" triggering events/day) 

main analysis backgrounds:

 ± 23˚

Striking signature:
High-E !  excess 

over background 

from Sun direction

*Blind analysis with respect to true Sun azimuth
1

Use off-source data to estimate the CR related backgrounds.
Solar neutrino fluxes low >1 GeV energies - detection of a signal- smoking gun.

[M. Danninger, IDM2012]

In equilibrium all captured DM particles annihilate, by constraining ΓA we 
constrain elastic cross sections!

Smoking guns 04: high energy neutrinos from the Sun



Sun is made of p! Limits on spin dependent cross section stronger wrt direct 
detection experiments!
‣ New results from 79-string data (~1y livetime) 

‣ First Dark Matter analysis including DeepCore -> constrain low masses >20 
GeV and use full year-round IceCube data!
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FIG. 2. 90% CL upper limits on !SI ,p (top figure) and
!SD,p (bottom figure) for hard and soft annihilation chan-
nels over a range of WIMP masses. Systematic uncertain-
ties are included. The shaded region represents an allowed
MSSM parameter space (MSSM-25 [26]) taking into account
recent accelerator [27], cosmological and direct DM search
constraints. Results from Super-K [28], COUPP(exponential
model) [29] , PICASSO [30], CDMS [31, 32], XENON100 (lim-
its above 1TeV/c2 from XENON100 Coll. private communi-
cation) [36], CoGeNT [35], Simple [37] and DAMA [33, 34]
are shown for comparison.

Cube to probe WIMP masses below 50GeV/c2. This has
been accomplished through e!ective use of the DeepCore
sub-array. Furthermore, we have accessed the south-
ern sky for the first time by incorporating strong vetos
against the large atmospheric muon backgrounds. The
added livetime has been shown to improve the presented
limits. IceCube has now achieved limits that strongly
constrain dark matter models and that will impact global
fits of the allowed dark matter parameter space. This
impact will only increase in the future, as analysis tech-
niques improve and detector livetime increases.
We thank H. Silverwood for his support on SUSY

model scans. We acknowledge the support from the fol-
lowing agencies: U.S. National Science Foundation-O"ce
of Polar Programs, U.S. National Science Foundation-

TABLE II. Systematic errors on signal flux expectations in
percent. Class-II uncertainties marked !

Source mass ranges (GeV/c2)
< 35 35 -100 > 100

" oscillations 6 6 6
"-nucleon cross-section 7 5.5 3.5
µ-propagation in ice <1 <1 <1

Time, position calibration 5 5 5
DOM sensitivity spread! 6 3 10

Photon propagation in ice! 15 10 5
Absolute DOM e!ciency! 50 20 15

Total uncertainty 54 25 21

Physics Division, University of Wisconsin Alumni Re-
search Foundation, the Grid Laboratory Of Wisconsin
(GLOW) grid infrastructure at the University of Wis-
consin - Madison, the Open Science Grid (OSG) grid
infrastructure; U.S. Department of Energy, and Na-
tional Energy Research Scientific Computing Center, the
Louisiana Optical Network Initiative (LONI) grid com-
puting resources; National Science and Engineering Re-
search Council of Canada; Swedish Research Council,
Swedish Polar Research Secretariat, Swedish National In-
frastructure for Computing (SNIC), and Knut and Alice
Wallenberg Foundation, Sweden; German Ministry for
Education and Research (BMBF), Deutsche Forschungs-
gemeinschaft (DFG), Helmholtz Alliance for Astropar-
ticle Physics (HAP), Research Department of Plasmas
with Complex Interactions (Bochum), Germany; Fund
for Scientific Research (FNRS-FWO), FWO Odysseus
programme, Flanders Institute to encourage scientific
and technological research in industry (IWT), Belgian
Federal Science Policy O"ce (Belspo); University of Ox-
ford, United Kingdom; Marsden Fund, New Zealand;
Australian Research Council; Japan Society for Promo-
tion of Science (JSPS); the Swiss National Science Foun-
dation (SNSF), Switzerland.

! Physics Department, South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology, Rapid City, SD 57701, USA

† Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM
87545, USA

‡ also Sezione INFN, Dipartimento di Fisica, I-70126, Bari,
Italy

§ NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD
20771, USA
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cation) [36], CoGeNT [35], Simple [37] and DAMA [33, 34]
are shown for comparison.
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been accomplished through e!ective use of the DeepCore
sub-array. Furthermore, we have accessed the south-
ern sky for the first time by incorporating strong vetos
against the large atmospheric muon backgrounds. The
added livetime has been shown to improve the presented
limits. IceCube has now achieved limits that strongly
constrain dark matter models and that will impact global
fits of the allowed dark matter parameter space. This
impact will only increase in the future, as analysis tech-
niques improve and detector livetime increases.
We thank H. Silverwood for his support on SUSY
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PINGU Dark Matter Sensitivity

• High density instrumentation:

• baseline geometry: 40 strings with 60 
DOMs each)

• Threshold ~ 1GeV

• Test low mass WIMP region -- capable  to 
comfortably test DAMA/Libra 
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Precision IceCube Next Generation Upgrade

Spin-dependent scattering Spin-independent scattering

see talk by Doug Cowen

[C. Rott, APP Conference, 2014]

Smoking guns 04: high energy neutrinos from the Sun

10 GeV 10 GeV



2. When astrophysics (can) mimics DM signal:
New experiments often reveal residuals with respect to commonly assumed 
backgrounds. 
Some resemble a DM signal (as we witnessed in recent years). 

Rely on multi-wavelength/messenger/target cross checks:

‣ example: Galactic Center GeV excess. 
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FIG. 6: Intensity maps (in galactic coordinates) after subtracting the best-fit Galactic diffuse model, Fermi bubbles, and
isotropic templates. At energies between ∼0.5-5 GeV (i.e. in the first three frames), the dark-matter-like emission is clearly
visible around the Galactic Center.

analysis of Ref. [8], the cut on CTBCORE significantly

hardens the spectrum at energies below 1 GeV, render-

ing it more consistent with that extracted at higher lati-

tudes (see Appendix A). Shown for comparison (as a solid

line) is the spectrum predicted from a 35.25 GeV dark

matter particle annihilating to bb̄ with a cross section of

σv = 1.7 × 10−26 cm3/s × [(0.3GeV/cm3)/ρlocal]2. The

spectrum of this component is in good agreement with

that predicted by this dark matter model, yielding a fit

of χ2 = 26.4 over the 25 error bars between 0.3 and 100

GeV. We also note that the spectral shape of the dark

matter template is quite robust to variations in γ, except
at energies below ∼ 600 MeV, where the spectral shape

can vary non-negligibly with the choice of inner slope (see

Appendix C).

In Fig. 6, we plot the maps of the gamma-ray sky in

four energy ranges after subtracting the best-fit diffuse
model, Fermi Bubbles, and isotropic templates. In the

0.5-1 GeV, 1-2 GeV, and 2-5 GeV maps, the dark-matter-

like emission is clearly visible in the region surrounding

the Galactic Center. Much less central emission is vis-

ible at 5-20 GeV, where the dark matter component is

significantly less bright.

Hints of an ‘extra’ emission at the Galactic Center?

(Daylan+, 2014)

(see also Hooper&Goodenough 2009, Chernyakova+, 2010, Boyarsky+ 2010, Hooper&Linden 2011, Hooper&Slatyer2013, 
Abazajian&Kaplinghat 2012&2014, Macias&Gordon, 2014)

http://arxiv.org/find/hep-ph/1/au:+Boyarsky_A/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/hep-ph/1/au:+Boyarsky_A/0/1/0/all/0/1


Residuals in the inner Galaxy:

spectra of residuals
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FIG. 13: To constrain the degree to which the gamma-ray ex-
cess is spatially extended, we have repeated our Inner Galaxy
analysis, replacing the dark matter template with a series of
concentric ring templates centered around the Galactic Cen-
ter. The dark-matter-like emission is clearly and consistently
present in each ring template out to ∼12◦, beyond which sys-
tematic and statistical limitations make such determinations
difficult. For comparison, we also show the predictions for a
generalized NFW profile with γ = 1.4.

tical fluctuation, or the product of imperfect background
templates, it could also potentially reflect a degree of tri-
axiality in the underlying dark matter distribution.

We have also tested whether the excess emission is, in
fact, centered around the dynamical center of the Milky
Way (Sgr A∗), as we have thus far assumed. In Fig. 12,
we plot the ∆χ2 of the fit found in our Galactic Center
analysis, as a function of the center of our dark matter-
motivated template. The fit clearly prefers this template
to be centered within ∼0.05◦ degrees of the location of
Sgr A∗.

An important question to address is to what degree the
gamma-ray excess is spatially extended, and over what
range of angles from the Galactic Center can it be de-
tected? To address this issue, we have repeated our Inner
Galaxy analysis, replacing the dark matter template with
a series of concentric ring templates, each 1◦ wide, and
centered around the Galactic Center. We smooth the ring
templates to a 1◦ Gaussian (full-width-half-max), and fit
the normalization of each ring template independently.
Instead of allowing the spectrum of the ring templates
to each vary freely (which would have introduced an un-
tenable number of free parameters), we fix their spectral
shape to that found for the dark matter component in the
single template fit. We also break the template associ-
ated with the Fermi Bubbles into five templates, in 10◦

latitude slices (each with the same spectrum, but with
independent normalizations).

The results of this fit are shown in Fig. 13. The dark-
matter-like emission is clearly and consistently present in
each ring template out to ∼12◦, beyond which system-

atic and statistical limitations make such determinations
difficult. For comparison, we also show the predictions
for a generalized NFW profile with γ = 1.4 (after appro-
priate smoothing). While this value for the profile slope
is slightly steeper that that found in Secs IV and V, we
caution that systematic uncertainties associated with the
diffuse model template may be biasing this fit toward
somewhat steeper values of γ. This is consistent with
results from the inner Galaxy analysis when the Galactic
plane is masked at 2 degrees, which also suggest a slightly
steeper profile slope.

To address the same question within the context of
our Galactic Center analysis, we have re-performed our
fit using dark matter templates which are based on den-
sity profiles which are set to zero beyond a given radius.
We find that templates corresponding to density profiles
set to zero outside of 800 pc (600 pc, 400 pc) provide
a fit that is worse relative to that found using an un-
truncated template at the level of ∆χ2=10.7 (57.6,108,
respectively).

We have also tested our Galactic Center fit to see if
a cored dark matter profile could also provide a good
fit to the data. We find, however, that the inclusion
of even a fairly small core is disfavored. Marginalizing
over the inner slope of the dark matter profile, we find
that flattening the density profile within a radius of 10
pc (30 pc, 50 pc, 70 pc, 90 pc) worsens the overall fit
by ∆χ2=3.6 (12.2, 22.4, 30.6, 39.2, respectively). The
fit thus strongly disfavors any dark matter profile with a
core larger than a few tens of parsecs.

Lastly, we confirm that the morphology of the anoma-
lous emission does not significantly vary with energy. If
we fit the inner slope of the dark matter template in our
Inner Galaxy analysis one energy bin at a time, we find a
similar value of γ ∼1.2-1.3 for all bins between 0.5 and 10
GeV. At energies below 0.5 GeV, the fit prefers somewhat
steeper slopes (γ ∼ 1.6) and a corresponding spectrum
with a very soft spectral index, probably reflecting con-
tamination from the Galactic Plane. At energies above
10 GeV, the fit prefers a lower value for the inner slope
(γ ∼ 1.0), suggesting that the residual emission found
above 10 GeV is most likely associated with other resid-
ual structures, and not with the steepened NFW-like pro-
file consistently preferred in the 0.5-10 GeV range.

The results described in this section indicate that the
gamma-ray excess exhibits a morphology which is both
approximately spherically symmetric and steeply falling
(yet detectable) over two orders of magnitude in galacto-
centric distance (between ∼20 pc and ∼2 kpc from Sgr
A*). This result is to be expected if the emission is pro-
duced by annihilating dark matter particles, but is not
anticipated for any proposed astrophysical mechanisms
or sources of this emission.
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FIG. 17: A comparison of the spectral shape of the gamma-
ray excess described in this paper (error bars) to that mea-
sured from a number of high-significance globular clusters
(NGC 6266, 47 Tuc, and Terzan 5), and from the sum of
all millisecond pulsars detected as individual point sources by
Fermi. The gamma-ray spectrum measured from millisecond
pulsars and from globular clusters (whose emission is believed
to be dominated by millisecond pulsars) is consistently softer
than that of the observed excess at energies below ∼1 GeV.
See text for details.

Fig. 17, we compare the spectral shape of the gamma-

ray excess to that measured from a number of globular

clusters, and from the sum of all resolved millisecond pul-

sars. Here, we have selected the three highest significance

globular clusters (NGC 6266, 47 Tuc, and Terzan 5), and

plotted their best fit spectra as reported by the Fermi
Collaboration [76]. For the emission from resolved mil-

lisecond pulsars, we include the 37 sources as described

in Ref. [11]. Although each of these spectral shapes pro-

vides a reasonably good fit to the high-energy spectrum,

they also each significantly exceed the amount of emis-

sion that is observed at energies below ∼1 GeV. This

comparison further disfavors millisecond pulsars as the

source of the observed gamma-ray excess.

The near future offers encouraging prospects for de-

tecting further evidence in support of a dark matter in-

terpretation of this signal. The dark matter mass and

annihilation cross section implied by the gamma-ray ex-

cess is similar to Fermi ’s sensitivity from observations of

dwarf spheroidal galaxies. In fact, the Fermi Collabora-
tion has reported a modestly statistically significant ex-

cess (∼2-3σ) in their search for annihilating dark matter

particles in dwarf galaxies. If interpreted as a detection of

dark matter, this observation would imply a similar mass

and cross section to that favored by our analysis [33]. A

similar (∼3σ) excess has also been reported from the di-

rection of the Virgo Cluster [77, 78]. With the full dataset

anticipated from Fermi ’s 10 year mission, it may be pos-

sible to make statistically significant detections of dark

matter annihilation products from a few of the brightest

dwarf galaxies, galaxy clusters, and perhaps nearby dark

matter subhalos [79]. Anticipated measurements of the

cosmic-ray antiproton-to-proton ratio by AMS may also

be sensitive to annihilating dark matter with the charac-

teristics implied by our analysis [80, 81].

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have revisited and scrutinized the

gamma-ray emission from the central regions of the Milky

Way, as measured by the Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Tele-

scope. In doing so, we have confirmed a robust and

highly statistically significant excess, with a spectrum

and angular distribution that is in excellent agreement

with that expected from annihilating dark matter. The

signal is distributed with approximate spherical symme-

try around the Galactic Center, with a flux that falls

off as Fγ ∝ r−(2.2−2.6)
, implying a dark matter distri-

bution of ρ ∝ r−γ
, with γ � 1.1 − 1.3. The spectrum

of the excess peaks at ∼1-3 GeV, and is well fit by 31-

40 GeV dark matter particles annihilating to bb̄. The

annihilation cross section required to normalize this sig-

nal is σv = (1.4 − 2.0) × 10
−26

cm
3
/s (for a local dark

matter density of 0.3 GeV/cm
3
), in good agreement with

the value predicted for a simple thermal relic. In partic-

ular, a dark matter particle with this cross section will

freeze-out of thermal equilibrium in the early universe

to yield an abundance approximately equal to the mea-

sured cosmological dark matter density (for the range of

masses and cross sections favored for other annihilation

channels, see Sec. VII).

In addition to carrying out two different analyses (as

described in Secs. IV and V), subject to different sys-

tematic uncertainties, we have applied a number of tests

to our results in order to more stringently determine

whether the characteristics of the observed excess are in

fact robust and consistent with the signal predicted from

annihilating dark matter. These tests uniformly confirm

that the signal is present throughout the Galactic Center

and Inner Galaxy (extending out to angles of at least 10
◦

from the Galactic Center), without discernible spectral

variation or significant departures from spherical sym-

metry. No known, anticipated, or proposed astrophysical

diffuse emission mechanisms can account for this excess.

And while a population of several thousand millisecond

pulsars could have plausibly been responsible for much of

the anomalous emission observed from within the inner-

most ∼ 1
◦−2

◦
around the Galactic Center, the extension

of this signal into regions well beyond the confines of the

central stellar cluster strongly disfavors such objects as

the primary source of this signal. In light of these consid-

erations, we consider annihilating dark matter particles

to be the leading explanation for the origin of this signal,

with potentially profound implications for cosmology and

particle physics.

Acknowledgements: We would like to thank Keith

radial dependence 
(NFW w γ=1.4)

extend up to 
20 deg!

‣ residuals ‘DM like’ both morphology and spectra!

‣ if confirmed the signal consistent with 

- ~50 GeV DM going to bb, distributed with a steep 1.4 inner slope, with 
~10-26 cm3/s, almost thermal, relic cross sections -> vanilla DM

‣ however, see [Bringmann+, 1406.6027], claim that such candidates in 
tension with anti-proton and radio data.   



Galactic Center gamma ray signal

Astrophysical explanations:
pulsars (Abazajian+, 2012):

- pros: tantalizingly similar spectra, increasing numbers of MSPs being 
discovered by Fermi LAT 

- cons: but harder to fit the cuspy, yet extended profiles, claim that too many 
would have been observed .. still under debate 16

FIG. 17: A comparison of the spectral shape of the gamma-
ray excess described in this paper (error bars) to that mea-
sured from a number of high-significance globular clusters
(NGC 6266, 47 Tuc, and Terzan 5), and from the sum of
all millisecond pulsars detected as individual point sources by
Fermi. The gamma-ray spectrum measured from millisecond
pulsars and from globular clusters (whose emission is believed
to be dominated by millisecond pulsars) is consistently softer
than that of the observed excess at energies below ∼1 GeV.
See text for details.

Fig. 17, we compare the spectral shape of the gamma-

ray excess to that measured from a number of globular

clusters, and from the sum of all resolved millisecond pul-

sars. Here, we have selected the three highest significance

globular clusters (NGC 6266, 47 Tuc, and Terzan 5), and

plotted their best fit spectra as reported by the Fermi
Collaboration [76]. For the emission from resolved mil-

lisecond pulsars, we include the 37 sources as described

in Ref. [11]. Although each of these spectral shapes pro-

vides a reasonably good fit to the high-energy spectrum,

they also each significantly exceed the amount of emis-

sion that is observed at energies below ∼1 GeV. This

comparison further disfavors millisecond pulsars as the

source of the observed gamma-ray excess.

The near future offers encouraging prospects for de-

tecting further evidence in support of a dark matter in-

terpretation of this signal. The dark matter mass and

annihilation cross section implied by the gamma-ray ex-

cess is similar to Fermi ’s sensitivity from observations of

dwarf spheroidal galaxies. In fact, the Fermi Collabora-
tion has reported a modestly statistically significant ex-

cess (∼2-3σ) in their search for annihilating dark matter

particles in dwarf galaxies. If interpreted as a detection of

dark matter, this observation would imply a similar mass

and cross section to that favored by our analysis [33]. A

similar (∼3σ) excess has also been reported from the di-

rection of the Virgo Cluster [77, 78]. With the full dataset

anticipated from Fermi ’s 10 year mission, it may be pos-

sible to make statistically significant detections of dark

matter annihilation products from a few of the brightest

dwarf galaxies, galaxy clusters, and perhaps nearby dark

matter subhalos [79]. Anticipated measurements of the

cosmic-ray antiproton-to-proton ratio by AMS may also

be sensitive to annihilating dark matter with the charac-

teristics implied by our analysis [80, 81].

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have revisited and scrutinized the

gamma-ray emission from the central regions of the Milky

Way, as measured by the Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Tele-

scope. In doing so, we have confirmed a robust and

highly statistically significant excess, with a spectrum

and angular distribution that is in excellent agreement

with that expected from annihilating dark matter. The

signal is distributed with approximate spherical symme-

try around the Galactic Center, with a flux that falls

off as Fγ ∝ r−(2.2−2.6)
, implying a dark matter distri-

bution of ρ ∝ r−γ
, with γ � 1.1 − 1.3. The spectrum

of the excess peaks at ∼1-3 GeV, and is well fit by 31-

40 GeV dark matter particles annihilating to bb̄. The

annihilation cross section required to normalize this sig-

nal is σv = (1.4 − 2.0) × 10
−26

cm
3
/s (for a local dark

matter density of 0.3 GeV/cm
3
), in good agreement with

the value predicted for a simple thermal relic. In partic-

ular, a dark matter particle with this cross section will

freeze-out of thermal equilibrium in the early universe

to yield an abundance approximately equal to the mea-

sured cosmological dark matter density (for the range of

masses and cross sections favored for other annihilation

channels, see Sec. VII).

In addition to carrying out two different analyses (as

described in Secs. IV and V), subject to different sys-

tematic uncertainties, we have applied a number of tests

to our results in order to more stringently determine

whether the characteristics of the observed excess are in

fact robust and consistent with the signal predicted from

annihilating dark matter. These tests uniformly confirm

that the signal is present throughout the Galactic Center

and Inner Galaxy (extending out to angles of at least 10
◦

from the Galactic Center), without discernible spectral

variation or significant departures from spherical sym-

metry. No known, anticipated, or proposed astrophysical

diffuse emission mechanisms can account for this excess.

And while a population of several thousand millisecond

pulsars could have plausibly been responsible for much of

the anomalous emission observed from within the inner-

most ∼ 1
◦−2

◦
around the Galactic Center, the extension

of this signal into regions well beyond the confines of the

central stellar cluster strongly disfavors such objects as

the primary source of this signal. In light of these consid-

erations, we consider annihilating dark matter particles

to be the leading explanation for the origin of this signal,

with potentially profound implications for cosmology and

particle physics.
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FIG. 2: Top Panel: Latitude profile of the inverse Compton
emission from an electron population injected t0 (red, solid),
0.3 t0 (orange, dashed) and 3 t0 (blue, dotted) years ago (where
t0 = 1 Myr). Bottom Panel: The spectra of the inverse Comp-
ton emission (the same color scheme) at 5◦ away from the
Galactic plane. The overall energetics is given in units of
E0 = 4 × 1052 erg, and energy losses are expressed in terms
of the default value b0, which assumes w ∼ 4 eV cm

−3.

alternatively) to similar phenomenology 5. In the recent
analysis [32]—which provides yet another argument in
favor of the existence of some additional soft cosmic ray
cosmic-ray population in order to account for the GeV
emission in the inner Galaxy—a leptonic for the under-
lying population was also considered more likely, based
on an energetic argument.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have argued that a bursting event,
injecting∼ 1052 ÷1053ergs of energy in a standard power-
law cosmic ray electron spectrum about one million years
ago seem to reproduce naturally most spectral and an-
gular features of the claimed GeV “excess” in the in-
ner Galaxy, for benchmark values of an effective homo-
geneous diffusion coefficient and energy loss parameter.
The main goal of our calculations has been to raise aware-
ness on the importance of accounting for transient events

5 Note added: While this work was being finalized for submission,
an in-depth study of this effect has appeared as pre-print [25].
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FIG. 3: Latitude profile (top) and the spectra of the inverse
Compton emission at 5◦ away from the Galactic plane (bot-
tom), for the electron population injected t0 = 1 Myr ago,
with a source of E0 = 4 × 1052 erg, calculated with our de-
fault values for the set of parameters (solid). In addition, the
diffusion index is varied to 0.3 D0 (dashed) and 3 D0 (dotted),
where D0 (10 GeV) = 6 1028 cm2s−1.
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FIG. 4: Solid line, both panels: The spectra of the inverse
Compton emission at 5◦ away from the Galactic plane, for the
electron population injected t0 = 1 Myr ago, with a source of
E0 = 4× 1052 erg, calculated with our default values for the
set of parameters. The spectral injection index is varied to
α = 2.1 (dashed) and α = 2.4 (dotted).

when dealing with extended excesses, notably at the GC.
Until now, however, we have not discussed the plausi-
bility of the parameters required. Is the “toy solution”
found plausible, on the light of other astrophysical evi-
dence? After all, currently the GC is best characterized
by the quiescent state of its supermassive black hole, see

Galactic Center gamma ray 
signal

Astrophysical explanations:
electrons injected in a bursting 
episode (~1 Myr ago, 1053 erg):

- pros: energy cut-off set by energy 
losses, many flaring episodes 
known in that region from 
independent evidence

- cons: simple burst cannot explain 
all the details within statistical 
errors published so far.

[Petrovic+, 1405.7928]



‣ The field of astrophysics is being re-defined by high-quality data, 
extending over a larger dynamical range.

Optical surveys: DM density profiles, discovery of dwarf Galaxies, Galactic dust maps

• pan-STARRS: Hawaii, PS1 started operating in 2008.
• DES: Chile, started 2012.

• Gaia: launched October 2013. 
X-ray: GC environment, Fermi bubbles, pulsars, AGNs, star burst Galaxies

• nuSTAR: launched 2012.
Radio: pulsars, CR propagation, DM signatures

• SKA: construction 2016; to be built in South Africa and Australia.
Gamma rays/charged CRs:
• CTA

• Gamma-400
Neutrinos:

• Ice Cube/PINGU

• km3net

Future:

SKA

GAIA

CTA



Galactic Center with CTA
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Figure 5. Projected sensitivity of CTA to annihilation (left) or decay (right) to τ+τ− for different
density profiles. Sensitivity curves are shown at 95% CL, assuming no signal is detected (see text for
details). Curves indicate upper limit on �σv� (left) or lower limit on lifetime τ (right). The gray dashed
line indicates the canonical value of the cross section expected if WIMPs are produced thermally with
the correct relic density (although full thermal production is still viable in some scenarios with values
a few orders of magnitude in either direction).

where π denotes �σv� for annihilation and τ for decay.

We take advantage of the spectral information (c.f. Fig. 4) by calculating the likelihood

over small energy bins, and define the total likelihood as the product of the likelihoods over

each energy bin:

L(mχ,π) =
�

j

Lj(mχ,π), (4.3)

where j indexes the energy bins. We choose energy bins with log spacing of ∆ log10(E) = 0.15.
We calculate the likelihood ratio −2 ln (L(mχ,π)/max[L(mχ,π)]), which is χ2-distributed

with one degree of freedom and can be well approximated by a Gaussian distribution by the

central limit theorem. In the θdiff = 0 case assumed here, the likelihood ratio is maximized for

�σv� = 0 or τ = ∞ (i.e., no signal events), so we compare this ratio to a Gaussian distribution

and find the value of π, for a certain mχ, which constrains our model at a certain confidence

level (CL). We determine upper limits on �σv� and lower limits on τ as a function of mχ at

95.4% CL.

5 Results

We now present the expected sensitivity of CTA to annihilation and decay signals from various

DM models. As benchmarks, we consider branching fractions of 100% to τ+τ−, bb̄, or µ+µ−.

Unless otherwise specified, an observation time of 500 h is assumed, and the likelihood analysis

is performed using multiple energy bins from 30 GeV to mχ for annihilation (or to mχ/2 for

decay) as described in §4.

The dependence of the sensitivity on the DM density profile is explored in Fig. 5, for

annihilation or decay to τ+τ−. The limits shown are at 95% CL, assuming no difference is

detected between the number of counts in the ON and rescaled OFF regions. Varying the

inner slope of the DM density profile has a substantial impact on the detectability of the signal

in the case of annihilation, and a smaller but still important impact in the case of decay. For
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dwarf galaxies with SKA

CTA

[M. Reggis, APP Conference, 2014][Pierre+, JCAP 2013]



Summary:
• The field of astrophysics is being re-defined by high-quality data, extending 

over a larger dynamical range.

• DM search is an outstanding effort for over 50 years: the tools are now in the 
right region!

• Great times for good high-energy astrophysics! 

→ DM signal might show up along the way. 

[RESONAANCES: http://resonaances.blogspot.it/]

http://resonaances.blogspot.it/%5D
http://resonaances.blogspot.it/%5D

